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SONLUX PORTRAIT

LIGHTING FOR PROS
Mobile light for trade, industry and the emergency services
We‘ve gone looking for the most demanding disciplines: there are few application 
areas in which there are higher demands on equipment reliability than in trade, 
industry and the emergency services. Only the highest quality of materials and 
workmanship will meet these demands. 
At SONLUX, we can make this quality promise for our products, which is why we give 
a manufacturer’s warranty of up to five years on our luminaires.
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RZB Rudolf Zimmermann, Bamberg GmbH

SONLUX Lighting GmbH

SONLUX PORTRAIT

For us, quality means not to make any 
compromises: our products are devel-
oped and manufactured with utmost 
care, and the quality of our support is 
considered above average. We are work-
ing accurately, responsibly and in a solu-
tion oriented way, and always in accord-
ance with our guideline INTELLIGENT 
WORKING LIGHT SYSTEMS.

WHAT DOES  
THIS MEAN?

 First class product quality

 Made in Germany

 Robust products

 Mobile work lighting

 Different connection systems

  Qualified advice

 Customer-specific bespoke solutions
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DR. ALEXANDER ZIMMERMANN 

STIFTUNG
 TECHNIK   MEDIZIN  SOZIALES

SONLUX PORTRAIT

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

RZB Rudolf Zimmermann,  
Bamberg GmbH
• Development and production of 

indoor, outdoor and emergency 
luminaires

• Intelligent light control and 
comprehensive services for your 
project

• 100,000 m2 of company premises,  
effective built-up area of over 
60,000 m2, cutting-edge logistics  
and more than 620 employees

SONLUX Lighting GmbH
• Production of work ights for 

professional use, luminaires 
for industrial applications and 
plastic components for OEM 
customers

• 100,000 m2 of company prem-
ises, effective built-up area of 
over 20,000 m2 and more than 
130 employees

Dr. Alexander Zimmermann Foundation
Non-profit public foundation with 
legal capacity under civil law based 
in Bamberg
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

RZB 
GROUP

The RZB Group includes RZB Lighting, 
based in Bamberg, and the independent 
sister company SONLUX Lighting GmbH, 
in Sondershausen.

In addition to a qualified team of around 
70 lighting experts in the DACH sales 
region, international sales are made in 
over 70 countries through our own sales 
offices in Europe, Dubai and Malaysia, 
among others, and through trade part-
ners worldwide.

Subsidiary/company

Representation/sales activity

Individual  
solutions

OEM  
production

Services

Public  
authorities 

with security 
tasks

Compatibility

Information 
and advice
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

TOP QUALITY  
OF PRODUCTS  
AND SUPPORT

Our products are as varied as our customers’ requirements. 
Whether used indoors or out, our luminaires are designed 
for heavy-duty use and satisfy stringent requirements in a 
wide range of applications up to the highest hazard levels. 
This holds true regardless of the location, thanks to ul-
tra-high battery operating times. 

ü Indoor and outdoor use

ü Fulfilment of stringent requirements in  
very varied applications

ü For very hazardous workplaces

ü Ultra high battery life > 15h

ü Product branding

One thing is certain: our products are not only built to con-
form to standards, they also increase their users’ safety, 
with good light in the workplace. This reduces fatigue and 
thus error rates and the risk of injury at work. And our long 
warranty periods are confirmation that this will remain the 
case.

ü Long warranty periods

ü High availability of our products

ü Low risk of injury

ü Fatigue-free working

ü Reduction of error rates 

We stand by our products, so we are happy to help our cus-
tomers find the best possible lighting equipment and to 
provide bespoke solutions for their individual requirements 
and preferences. And we are equally motivated in our post-
sales service: if something should break or a spare part be 
needed, we have an immediate and permanently assured 
supply of spare parts.

ü Long-term spare parts supply for all our lamps

ü Spare parts immediately available from stock

ü Bespoke lighting equipment

ü On-site consultation

Doesn‘t just refer to the location for us. It also refers to the 
way the products are designed and constructed, for relia-
bility and functionality, for longevity and individuality, for 
tested safety and – above all – for compelling quality. In 
short, products that will be used and enjoyed for a long 
time to come.

ü Tested quality from Germany

ü A piece of true craftsmanship

ü Reliability

ü Long service life

ü Individuality

MADE IN GERMANY

SAFETYFLEXIBILITY

SERVICE

For a noiticeable added value.
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

SIMPLY  
THE BEST

SONLUX - YOUR PARTNER  
FOR WORK LIGHTING

The German state of Thuringia has long been associated 
with electric light, as the first German incandescent lamp 
was manufactured in Stützerbach near Ilmenau in 1883. In 
Sondershausen, VEB Elektroinstallation started producing 
luminaires at this same location in 1970. In 1992, Dr.-Ing. 
Alexander Zimmermann took over the luminaire produc-
tion part of the company and founded SONLUX. 

Since then we have been manufacturing high-quality and 
efficient luminaires for industry, trade, the emergency ser-
vices and event organisers. And our factory, technologies 
and product range have all been expanding ever since. 
Today, over 130 employees develop and manufacture the 
SONLUX quality product portfolio on 25,000 square metres 
of state-of-the-art production space:

“MOBILE LIGHTING FOR PROS” – innovative premium prod-
ucts with an outstanding price-performance ratio.
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

MOBILE 
LIGHTING 
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

Work lighting has to work, under all conditions. Industry, trade and the emergency 
services therefore need professional lighting solutions that meet multifunctional 
requirements with high quality. We focus exclusively on producing professional 
equipment, and our 25-year experience means we know exactly what is required 
to make mobile, portable, location-independent lighting.
As a result, we develop robust luminaires with a high protection rating for many 
common plug systems, extensive mounting and transport accessories, and 
Power box battery cases for hours of electricity at the point of use.
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

Professional quality is our standard. To ensure our products meet the latest require-
ments and demands, we are in regular contact with all the trade associations, as well as 
with our users and vendors. Compliance with all European regulations is a given for us. 
Safety and reliability Made in Germany – Made by Sonlux. 

MADE IN GERMANY
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SONLUX PORTRAIT

PEOPLE
Our work is impossible without the human factor, because 
people make the future. Behind every good idea is a clever 
mind. Usually several, in fact. We rely on our motivated, in-
terdisciplinary teams, on the experience of our long-stand-
ing employees as well as on the ideas and visions of our 
younger and newer colleagues. Personal contact is very im-
portant to us, as are our customers’ opinions. They produce 
innovations and partnerships that inspire both sides. 

Apprenticeships:

• Specialists for warehouse logistics

• Warehouse clerk

• Commercial assistants

• Industrial mechanic

• Metal technology specialist, specialising in  
assembly technology

• Process mechanic for plastics and rubber technology, 
specialising in moulded parts

Jobs:

• Sales employee for in-house and field service

• Machine setter

• Tool mechanic

• Machine and plant operator

• Process mechanic for plastics and rubber technology
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SONLUX Lighting GmbH
Frankenhäuser Str. 66 
99706 Sondershausen 
Germany

Phone +49 3632 6522 - 0 
Fax +49 3632 6522 - 822

www.sonlux.de
info@sonlux.de
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